
Are you sitting comfortably - then I'll begin - Once upon a time ……… 

We lived in communities where we all knew each other and we all looked out for each other and 

we knew what was needed and we had GREAT IDEAS and we worked together and children had 

children's things to do and older people had grown up things to do and everyone helped each 

other and we had fun! 

And the sun shone and everyone was happy! 

And then the important people said - well done you! - but we know how to do all these things much 

better and the same for everyone and you don't need to spend your time with each other - we can 

do all these things for you, we can look after you! 

And we were so pleased that someone would look after the needy and the lost and we could relax 

a bit and not have to keep an eye on each other because we knew the important people had it all 

sorted. 

And we looked after ourselves and we didn't notice so much about the people around us and we 

had BIG JOBS and good holidays! 

And the sun shone and everyone was happy! 

But then the important people said, we can't do this anymore, you're asking for too much, you're 

not doing anything for yourselves any more, we have to do EVERYTHING! 

And they slowly stopped looking out for us and stopped looking after the needy and the lost and 

we didn't know any more who needed what 

And we had forgotten how to look out for each other and we had forgotten how to have fun 

together and we had forgotten all the GREAT IDEAS and we were lost in our BIG JOBS and good 

holidays! 

And we shouted at the important people but they just shrugged their shoulders 

And the sun went behind a cloud and we weren't that happy! 

But then we remembered how we used to laugh and share and think and care and some people 

said, we can do this again - we can look after each other in our communities and we can be 

different and we can have GREAT IDEAS and we can meet our own needs and we can do this 

together 

And a place called the Hive came about and the people who were looking after each other could 

come and meet others doing that and share ideas and stuff 

and the people who needed help could come and get help and have fun and laugh and be helped 

to be part of our community again 

and people with GREAT IDEAS could come and grow those GREAT IDEAS to help their 

community and MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

and the sun came back out and everyone was happy! 

 


